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ABURACT
Given today's fapid pace of change tn knowledge.and

lifestyles and the resultant obsolescence of an individu'alls -

education shortly,after graduation, community colle's must plan for
and help promote the/emergene of,a learning society. Basic to the
concept of lifelong learning are: (1) the restrugturing of the entire
educational'system to develop and encourage lifelong learners in
their first years of school; (2)- the utilization of businesses and
ether non-academic organizations as resdurces in ,the learning
process; and (3) the increased responsibility on the part of staiehts

4 for self-directed learning. .The accomplishment of these goals
requires that spe.gkal efforts, including adult career counseling,
equity in financial aid, and more job-relevant education, be employed

. to help those ecanomically, and dducatiahally diSadvantaged.students
whose p'ast negative experiences with"the educational system
Aiscourage their participation in adult learnivg. In addition,
colleges must'abanclon the self-serving view ot adult education,as'a
means.of protecting jobs and conentrate on providing students with
an understaading of tftemselves as learners, of the need for lifelong
,learning; ant of the Methods of selecting from.the educational
options available to them. These efforts will increase the pool of
sophisticated consumers of education and challengc-the educational
system to achieve high levels of prodaction and quality.: (JP)
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The beginning-of i new decade alWays provides a good excuse to assess

the past and.plan for the future. .I'm not going to do much assessment of the

past, except to observe thit. the 1980s will be as different from the 1970s as

the 1970s were from the 1960s. If you ,will remember, the 1960s elided with

considerable student dissention and confrontation. But despite the attention

given to dissension on the campuses, the dissension of the 1960s was probably

more consfructive than destructive in uniting campuses in a common cause. It

was the rcind of dissension that generated high energy, optimi6m, and feelings

of power to!change things.

Today, just one short decade later, the campus climAte across the

nation is almost the opposite. While there is still dissension, it is

divisive rather than unifying, directed not toward a common external enemy,

but toward one's fellow educators, ,on and off campus. There is growing

competition among institutions for students, departments, fOr fonds, and

eachers for jobs. Moreover, almost suddenly it seims, campuses have

4 , 4.
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,

changed from playing the role Of social critics on sign-aft-ant issues

such as civil rights and the-war in Viet Nam to being the object of social

Icriticism on a.wide variety of issue )
, 4anging from student loan'Clefaults to

the ethics of football coaches to the quality of teaching and learning.
4

I point out the dramatic differences tn campus climate tietween the end

of tht 1960s and the end of the 1970% not to depress youi 'but,rather to

adVance the thesis that the end of the 1980s may beb, startlingly different

from the beginning of.this decade. Personally, i think that plying with the

coming changes in higher education-will be considerably more ple'asant than

anticipating them, and that' the 1980s will' end on a higll note as higher

education 4egins.to find its new role in the learning society. Because 1

view the 1980s not as a time of temporary setback for higher education but as

a time for serious transition, I want to spend sor9g time talking about the

,learning society and the role of institutionalized education`in it.

There.are a number of factors contributing to the growth'of the learning

\ society. Themost obvious is the escalation of the rate of change itself.

Margaret Mead once observed that the riorld in which we live is not,the world .

we were born in nor is it the world in which weeiw431 die. In the world I was

born into, for example,. the average citizen had no experience with teletfision,

commdcial airplan, travel, credit cards,Ocomputers,,or frozen foods.
.

Generations used to change faster than the world about them, and thus parents

and teachers Ould pass along.to the new generation the lessons they needed

to know to get along in the world. Now, however, the world. changes faster

. than the generations, and it is clear thlt no education will last a lifetime.

The rate of change ts so rapi0 in many academlc disciplines that profes

4
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obsolescence can be measured i?Is.terms of half-life, a measure borrowed from

nuclear Oysics. AThe half-life Of a professional's competence is the time

after0completion of professional training when; because of new diVelooments
. I

practicing.professionals become roughly half as competent 'as they were uPon
n

graduation. The growth of new knowledge in medicine has been.so rapid,.for

example, that the half-life of physicians is estimated,at about.five years.

In my own field of psychology, it, is thought to be about ten years (Dubin,

1972). I don't know what it is in education adniinistraiion, but there is

almostno overlap betweeem what we worried about ten years ago and what we

worry about today.
t

. .The,srapid pace of change raiset new questiont about the purpose of 0,

undergraduate education. How can we reduce the time lag between what'the

steadier knows ten years out of graduate school and wqat the student needs to

kdow? One study.estimated that a compulsive, well read teacher of

engineering psychology'would need to'read 40 articles and books' a day t9 keep

up with current knowledge--and the literature'of psychology is not nearly as

voluminous as that in chemistry or biotpgy (Dubin:1972). , The incredible

explbsion of knowledge also,imkes it 6ifficult to find agreement on just

what Content a student needs to know. In the transition-of-knowledge

perception of education, there is the question of whether to develop

generalists who know less and less about more and more, or specialists who

know more and more about less and less.
<

Lifestiles in American society seem to be changing as fast as

knowledge le are moving away from the"linear lifeplan" in which education

is for the young, work for the middle. aged, and enforced leisure fcir the

pl.derly,Aowird a blinded lifeplan in whIch education, workF.ant. leisure'

r°
4. I
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go on concurrently throughout life. So far in history, here has been
i (---

pronounced tendency.to increase.the separation between educatipn work, ad
,,,

. . ,

,

leisure by keeping young people in school and off the labor market and by

forcing
4
older persons into ever-earlier retirement (Best & Stern, 1976). But

now there seems to*be growing dissatisfaction on the part of almost everYone

with this formula for rotecting jobs for the middle.years of life.

Sociologists' are observing Ole risy of what has b§en,called ''rights

.

consciousness" or the "psych9logy.of entitlement." Today almost everyone
4.6

feels entitled Io a job.. At the same time, almost elieryone feels entitled.to

education and to full enjoyment of their leisure hours. Olaer peNle'have

insisted upon their right to work if ithey want to, And Congress has endorsed,

that right throlIgh A roll-back oly mandatoq retirement: Young people 4re

showing inc'reasing dissatisfaction with long years of unint'errupted

schooling, esp ialiy when there is no guarantee of the well-paid'and

meaningful job to which they/ feel entitled at .the Igther-end of the

4

educational pipeline; There has been a steady increase in'the nuMber of

students exercising their right to a job. But who needs te tell community

college educators that Joe College\ls an endangered species, perhaps

already extinct on most community college campuses.
1

At the same time that there is a blending of liite activities for

individual's, there is a blending of function Among ,the organizations of

society. Schoels no longer have a monopoly on edqation, nor do busines4s

tend strict't; io business. 'Employers Are...increasingly in Ceducation,

ducting,e'n-the-job twining for employees!' workshops for professionals,

And t inktank for executives. Tr vel agencies are adding, educational

Os-
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components to.packaged tours at the same time that alumni offices and

universIdty extension serOces are .adding packaged tours to credit beeing

courses. Community colleges would 'appear to be in the right place at tge
% ,

right time with the right Wission to coopOate with other,educational

providers in the community. Whether they will move gracefully into the role

envisaged by Ed Glaezer as the community's college remains to be seen. In

.recent data from ETS's Community College Goals Inventory, I was surprised.to

find the goals f lifelong leari-nidg and the'Provision of community services
1

..ranked quite low in the priorities of community colleges today, exceeded by

. _

more pressing; pragmatic concerns s'uch as accountability and effective

"management (CroSs, in press).

Those are admittedly critical-matters, but one can hope that even under

today's relentless pressUres to impeovê eOiciency,
if
community colleges will

. .
, ,

not lose sight of the vision that has been so characteristic of themerto

date.

Much of the vision of the worldwide.learning society, has been provida

by UNESp. At their Generar Assembly in 1976, they maintained that 1Velong

learning is,

a

I I. an overall scheme aime both at restructuring the ekisting

education system and at developing the entire educational potential

outside the education system; in.such a scheme men and women are,'

'the agent of:their own education. .

A

.
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That definition contains three basic ideas about the nature of lifelong

learning: One is that the enttreAformal educational sYsiem, from elementary

sChool through graduate school, should be restructured to develop lifelong

learners. Second, the UNESCO statement makes clear that it is not just

schools and colleges that are to serve as the targets fpr improved edusation.

Rather, the world i5 full.of 'people; 'organizations, and other learning

resources that can be marshalled in behalf of lifelong learning.. Thied; this

definition stresses the importance of helping people become self-directed

learners, the active agents of their own educatiOn.

We in the United States tend to take' armore limited view of lifelong.

learning. Despite lip service to the idea that lifelong learning includes

cradle to the grave learning, we rarely think of%the lifelong learning .

movement as a call for the reform of elementary education. Yet, it is

becoming increasingly applFent that the education of the lifelong learner

must begin very early. We are quit:e unlikely to develop ayifelong .learner

,through trying to entice an adult who hated school 'as a youngster back into

the classroor.

*

Survey research is unanimous in concluding that the single most

important predict6r Of whether an adult will engage.in further education -4

pait level of esiucational attainment (Cross, 1979). Learning is addictive;

the more education people have, the more they want and the more they take

advantage of ivailablb opportunities. A high school grad6ate is three times

ak likely aS an elementary school graduate 6 participate in adult education,

and a college graduate is twice as likely 'as a high school graduate to be

engaged in educational activities ae an adult (Cross, 1979).
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There is'good news and bad news irf those statistics. The good news is .

that we are qdite Olikely to run out' of people to educate. AlmoSi anything

that any college'or other educational provider does to educ-ate people,

a ,

stimulatei rither than satiates the market. An excellent example of such

,stimulation exists to the impact of koots.on*the educational resourCes of the

society. Not only did this 'nationally. televised .course in black history
*.

result in increased registration lin formal couries in history,*slaviery, and

anthropology, but records bureaul arid libraries reported significant

'increases in requests for help with self-diredted learning projects' on family

history. '.Thus, far from competing fAr students in a finite educational

/

market, educational providers in the learning society are actually creating /

new demandsufor their services.

The bad news iS that the educational gap between the we'll educated and

the poorly-educated 10 this .nation is increasing. Reseirch is clear in

documenting the fact that adult education, viewed as the sum'total of all

organized *learning oppoitunitfes for adults, serves largely the privileged

classes. As a group, today's 'adult learners are disproportionately young,
.

white, wellTeducated, and making good salaries: Furthermore, the situation

with respect to tqual- opportunity is becoming worse.for all groups except

wooer. The greatest increases in educational garticipation between 1969 and

1975 were made by white women with college degrees and familf incomes of

$25,000 a year and pver. The rate of grokikfor, women was more than 'Ciduble

that for men; adult learning activities for de, college educated increased,,

twicras.fast as for high school graduates; and the part?cipation for

whites increased eight times as fast as that for_blacks (Boaz, 1978)
;
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Thus not only 'are white, well-educafed people with good.jobs already,.

overrepresented on the adult'education scene, they are making much.,faster

progress than thiiir less well-educated peers, and the educational gap betweene
'the "haves" and "have nots" is increasing.

4.

There are many 'things that can and should be done to encourage the

articipation oi those who stand to gain'the *1st from further education--.-

akn rmation abouttavailable opportunities, convenient and effective

eeducation
0

andtcareer.cognseling for adulfs;.equtty'in financial aid, apd
0

, c'\

mor jcib=relevant edixaeion--to cite a few 0 the more prdminent proposals,
" A

Whil(e these,steps mavbe, desirable, they seem to me to ignore the fundamental .,

, . . ,
...

.
.

,
importance of personal motivAtion. It is reason'able to suggest that the same

0 ' 0 '
.1.Actors, that led to the early school leaving of the poorly eddLed are 4

.,

I t.

respoWbfe for their relitctance to return..'

(- The other two eltments of the UNESCO definition are eqUally important,

namely the development of self-directed learners and the full utilization of

the mUltiple learning resources of the community. The multiple learning
I

resources of the learning society are a'reality of the 1980s that few-

Academics are even aware of. The edtcation budgets of some businesses dwarf
(

thogt'6f major universities. Last year AT&P spent 900 million dollars.on the

,educatton of its employees, compared to about ZOO million dollars spent by

An:engineer at AT&T with MasSgrs degrees in applied mechanics and

electrtcal engineering described his life in theiliearning society this wly,

"I'm forty-five, and'I don't think there have been more than two or three of,

....fgz adult life when I-haven't taken Classes" (Luxemberg, 1978179).
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Having made the pbint, I hope, that.community colliges should view the

learning society as a far broader social movement than the !greying of the

campus," I want to move to the third element of reform suggested in the

UNESCO definition--that men and women s'hould become the "active agents of

their oWn. education." By using_the term "active agents" UNESCO is not

suggesting .thht 'learners should .become independent of, schools and other

providers' of educational services. Rather they are urging that learners

should bpiencouraged to take a muchlore active role *in the direction and,
,form of their education. There-is concern in the United States right now

that the Aew waved' enthusiasm for the education of adults has more to do
4. ,

Oth the self-serving interests of college administrators and faculty for the
. ,

.protection of academic jobs th"an Jwith the, more altruistic 4nd respInstbli

interests of serving society through the development of self-directing

learners. Warren Ziegler (1977, pp. 15-16) a futurist,at Syracuse

University, deplores what he sees as "a strong trend towards getting more and

more citizens to conduct their learning activities within .fhe organizational

arrangements orthf formal educational system." The point in the learning

,e

societi, after all, is not to make citizens increasingly dependent on otpers
4

= tb tell them what, when and how to learn, but rather to provik de the tools and

stimulate the 'desire to become the active agents 'of their own education.

I have tried to paint with a broad brush the picture of the learning,

society as I see it emerging in trie 1980s. I 'have suggested that such a

pjctiore will, demand. new responseS from community colleges, includg-the,

creation of new relationships with other educational providers and with adult ,

I

learner's in the society. But first and foremost, I believe that colleges
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will have to give major attention to preparing all students for their future'

roles as.lifelong,learners. That requires helping students with three basic

Understandings: First, students should have some understanding of the future

. and the certainty that lifelong Ilearning' WU be a necessity and sbou,ld
, .7.

.

be a pleasure. Second, students need to understand.themselves as learners; ,
. . .

and third, they need to know how-to select froM multiple options those that ,

are.best for theA..
.

Despite twelve years spent in the full-time occupation of learning,

college freshmen remain remarkably unsophisticated about what constitutes a

'good learning experiehce for them. And adults are not.much better as

knowledgeable consumerS of educational service. College.students. know

- little about themselves as learners; they doh't know much about the learning'

options'available, and they,have little understanding Of how to match the*

, learning needsipto the available resOurces. .Given the continuidg escalation

of change, the preparation of college students for the'ir role as lifelong

learners is the most important thing.they can learn ,11 college.

I.find some interesng:ism;allels between what has been happening in the
, _171R

gourmet cooking and dining industry in recent years and what could happeh iii

educatio

1

were.we to develOp gourmet learners:" By gourmet learners, I mean
,

, learners who know good'eduation when they see it and who:are sufficiently

.sophisticated to demand innovition and improvement. It is undeniable, I

c AO

think, that knowledgeable" consumers represent oole of the most effective

. . routes to improved quality. 51:gourmeiicoacing moveinent has demanded and

received a tremendous response front restauranteurs, manufacturers of cooking

equipment, cooking schools, and publishers of specialized cookbooks
4

and magazines dealing with everything from artichokes to wines.

V lj
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WithOut question, knowledgeable )cooks with developed tastes have stimulated -
,

the economy of the cooking and'Ojning industrY. The more'people know,about',.
r

eoods, cQlçing,.and nutrition, the more imaginatige and responsige the

iiidustry.mus 'become. Were we really about the business of developing

gourmet learners and responding to their needs we would not.be worrying abOut

'survival. While some college teachers insist ihat.nothing will ever.replace

the,standard classroom lecture as sound and efficient pedagogical technique;
.1

that is a little like saying that nothing will.ever replace meat and potatbes

as the standard American diet. Tastes do develop ind- Oange, and as people

are expose0 to ,alternati'ves, whether.in diet.or in educdflon, large numbers
r-

, are 'likely to find.something that suits their pikV6Ilar needs better than

the standard fare.
4

But let's face it, most,learners whether traditional eighteen year'olds

..or nontraditional forty year olds,' are not goOrmet.learners. And educators

must assume some responsibility ft:4- the lack of good taste in learning ;

6 C _

4periences that seems to predominate in today's market. Perhaps that is

4k
.one reason for the growing codcern about quality in education today. IJ

learners don't know good education from bad, they must.be protected through
,

regulation,.and there are many effprts now'to bring so-called nontradltional

alternatives for adults unden closer,regulation. 41p_deal with.thevimmediate

problem that may be necessary; but in the long run the development of

tophisticated consumers of ljfelong jearning will enriCh the livei of

individuals, improve the services of educational providers'; and contribute to

the full development of the.learning society. Community.colleges are in the
,

fbrefront of the lifelong ieening movement, already serving people of all

I

ages and from all pialks of life with a wide'variety of programs and servicey

1 2
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earner's can do as much to

f prOduttitirl-ei. d qual;itychallenge the educational industry to high :level's,

as gourmet egoks, have done to stimulate the 'market and 'the imaginjakion of the

cooking. and dining industry.
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